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ABSTRACT

Performance validity tests (PVTs) are widely used in attempts to quantify effort and/or detect negative response bias during neuropsychological testing. However, it can be challenging to interpret the meaning of poor PVT performance in a clinical context. Compensation-seeking populations predominate in the PVT literature. We aimed to establish base rates of PVT failure in clinical populations without known external motivation to underperform. We searched MEDLINE, EMBASE and PsycINFO for studies reporting PVT failure rates in adults with defined clinical diagnoses, excluding studies of active or veteran military personnel, forensic populations or studies of participants known to be litigating or seeking disability benefits. Results were summarised by diagnostic group and implications discussed. Our review identified 69 studies, and 45 different PVTs or indices, in clinical populations with intellectual disability, degenerative brain disease, brain injury, psychiatric disorders, functional disorders and epilepsy. Various pass/fail cut-off scores were described. PVT failure was common in all clinical groups described, with failure rates for some groups and tests exceeding 25%. PVT failure is common across a range of clinical conditions, even in the absence of obvious incentive to underperform. Failure rates are no higher in functional disorders than in other clinical conditions. As PVT failure indicates invalidity of other attempted neuropsychological tests, the finding of frequent and unexpected failure in a range of clinical conditions raises important questions about the degree of objectivity afforded to neuropsychological tests in clinical practice and research.

BACKGROUND

Performance validity tests (PVTs), also historically called effort tests, are used by clinical psychologists to try to detect inadequate effort and exaggerated or feigned impairment. Identifying invalid performance has critical implications for how the psychologist interprets the rest of the neuropsychological examination, and may also have clinical and medico-legal implications.

As clinicians in neuropsychiatry and neurology, we often read neuropsychology reports which include reference to effort and validity measures. However, it can be difficult to interpret the significance of PVT failure in our patients, where complex combinations of neuropsychopathological, cognitive and emotional factors, including negative prior experiences with other health professionals, can influence symptom experience and behaviour in the consultation.

Moreover, the PVT literature is difficult to assimilate in a clinically meaningful way. This is in part due to the wide range of free-standing and embedded measures described in different studies, and in part due to the range of mixed clinical and litigating populations tested. In addition, descriptions of tests and cut-offs provided are often limited, in view of concerns about the possibilities of preparation or coaching in litigants undergoing neuropsychological assessment.

Previous reviews have discussed the application, meaning and interpretation of validity test results,1–4 have reviewed specific tests or described PVT performance in specific groups. While such describe the proportion of examinees involved in seeking compensation, it is difficult to extract from these data a clear picture of performance in individuals who are ill and/or impaired and are not seeking compensation.

We identified a clinical need for a clear summary of the rates of PVT failure in distinct clinical groups: that is, by diagnosis. In our view, better understanding of how people with different clinical diagnoses perform in PVTs is an important preliminary to further research to understand what single or multiple factors we might be measuring when one of our patients ‘fails’ one or more PVTs.

AIM

Our primary aim was to summarise the available published data on PVT failure rates in clearly defined (by diagnosis) non-litigating, non-forensic, non-military, non-military veteran, clinical populations. Second, we aimed to consider the implications of our findings in terms of the uses of PVTs in clinical practice.

METHODS

Search strategy and selection criteria

We systematically searched the published peer-reviewed English language literature in MEDLINE, EMBASE and PsycINFO databases from inception to 5 July 2019 (figure 1). The search, screening and data extraction were done by one author (LMI), and the review was conducted in line with PRISMA guidelines.5 The search terms used were ['performance validity test' OR 'symptom validity test' OR 'effort test'']. We included studies reporting the results of PVTs (not symptom validity questionnaires) in one or more individuals with a recorded clinical diagnosis of a
specific medical disorder. We excluded studies of mixed clinical populations, in which performance by diagnosis was not reported. We also excluded studies of children and adolescents (<16), forensic populations, studies in which ≥50% of participants were known to be involved in litigation or seeking welfare benefits, studies of active military personnel or military veterans, and studies involving assessments of individuals with possible attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) or post-traumatic stress disorder. The reason for exclusion of these groups was that they are substantially more likely to be undergoing assessment where there is a potential incentive for financial compensation or other social advantages. However, it should be noted that it is also likely that the included studies included individuals with incentives to underperform which were unknown to the investigators. Studies describing attempts to assess the validity of self-reported symptoms were excluded, as they were considered outside the scope of the paper.

Following the initial search and collation of data, additional title and keyword searches were performed on 15 January 2020, for the eight most frequently identified PVTs in the studies identified in the initial search. This search yielded an additional 11 eligible studies.

Data were extracted independently by one author (LM) using Excel version 16, and synthesised into tables of test failure rate.
by diagnosis, with the aim of examining pooled failure rates for specific disorders in the context of a narrative review.

**RESULTS**

**Search results and screening**

Forty-five different PVTs or indices were identified (online supplementary table 1), and within these indices a range of cut-off scores were reported for many tests. The majority of results identified were for free-standing validity tests.

Many of the validity tests identified (including the three most frequently reported tests: the Word Memory Test (WMT), Test of Memory Malingering (TOMM) and Medical Symptom Validity Test (MSVT)) used a forced choice paradigm. In a forced choice PVT, the examinee is asked to recognise previously seen words, pictures or numbers mixed with unseen foils in a 1:1 ratio. If the examinee correctly recognises significantly fewer than half (<18/50 in the TOMM, on the basis of 90% CIs), as would be expected if they were selecting answers at random, they are assumed to be preferentially selecting incorrect answers (intentionally or unintentionally). Of note, however, the cut-off scores for these tests were consistently much higher than the chance level, and the proportion of individuals scoring below the chance level was infrequently reported. The relevance of the use of a forced-choice paradigm was therefore unclear.

Other tests used the ‘floor effect’: a cut-off score which it seems improbable that any individual applying full effort will score below. Reliable Digit Span (RDS, the fourth most commonly reported test, consisting summed maximum forward and backward digit span) and the Rey 15-item test, are examples of ‘floor effect’ validity tests.

A small number of tests used an ‘atypical pattern’ principle. For example, in the dot counting test, examinees are expected to count grouped collections of dots more quickly than ungrouped dots and the absence of such a discrepancy (or reversed discrepancy) is taken as an indicator of invalid performance.

Twenty-seven studies stated either that no litigating or compensation-seeking examinees were included. In 40 studies, presence of litigation was not reported, but the population was recruited from a clinical or clinical research (rather than medico-legal) setting. In one study, participants were informed that test results would not be made available and so could not be used to support compensation claims. Finally, one study examined adults seeking to regain custody of their children, who were presumably motivated to perform well.5

**Quality of included studies**

The potential for selection bias in included studies was significant. Many studies were conducted retrospectively on previously collected data. The methods for ascertaining clinical diagnoses were not always clearly described. Importantly, it should be assumed (in the absence of any evidence otherwise) that those examiners undertaking the validity tests were not blinded to clinical history and/or diagnosis of the examinees. Variable cut-off scores were used, as can be seen in the detailed discussion of results below and in the online supplementary tables. Finally, despite our efforts to minimise possible influence of external incentives, the presence of undetected external (or internal) incentive cannot be excluded.

**Intellectual disability**

Three studies described PVT performance in adults with intellectual disability. In Goldberg and Miller, 6/16 (38%) adults with mean IQ (Intelligence Quotient) 63.9 failed (<9) the Rey 15-item test.7 In the largest study included, 6 (2%) of 276 adults with intellectual deficits but full-scale IQ>70 seeking to regain custody of their children (and therefore expected to be motivated to pass) failed the MSVT (criterion A) and 11 (5%) of 223 failed the WMT.8 In the same study, 2 (14%) of 14 individuals in the same circumstances but with FSIQ (Full Scale Intelligence Quotient) ≤70 failed the WMT and 0 of 17 failed the MSVT.9 (online supplementary table 2)

**Mild cognitive impairment (MCI)**

Nine studies reported PVT performance in MCI or minor neurocognitive disorder, constructs in which measurable cognitive impairment is present which is not severe enough to merit diagnosis of dementia and which is not associated with functional impairment. The highest reported failure rates were 153 (42%) of 365 individuals with amnestic MCI in Lorig et al; 29 (36%) of 80 with minor neurocognitive disorder failed the Rey 15-item test (cut-off <20) in Fazio et al; 1462 (27%) of 5414 with MCI failed the logical memory test (cut-off <14) and 1354 (25%) of 5414 failed semantic word generation (cut-off <13) in Davis, and 13 (22%) of 60 individuals with ‘probable MCI’ in Green et al.8–11 Of note, 11 of the 13 MCI individuals in Green et al who failed criterion A of the WMT did not meet criterion B (easy–hard difference <30) and so had a possible dementia profile.11 Pooled failure rates for RDS in MCI were 16% (83 of 533) at a cut-off of ≤7,9–12 and 1% (6/613) at a cut-off of ≤5.9–12 (online supplementary table 3)

**Functional disorders**

Eleven studies described PVT performance in people with functional disorders, including for the purposes of this review those conditions termed ‘medically unexplained’, somatoform or ‘nonorganic’. Where possible, PVT failure rates were pooled by specific condition. In two studies of individuals with fibromyalgia, 8 (8%) of 104 failed the TOMM.13–14 In three studies of psychogenic non-epileptic seizures (PNES), also called dissociative seizures, 13 (10%) of 132 failed the TOMM.15–17 In two other studies of PNES, 25 (44%) of 57 met criterion A (therefore failed) on the standard WMT.18–19 In two studies of individuals with chronic fatigue syndrome, 374 (25%) of 1526 failed the Amsterdam Short Term Memory Test (scoring <86/100).20–21 (online supplementary table 4)

Failure rates higher than 25% were reported by Tyson et al in 33 individuals with PNES on RDS (cut-off ≤7), vocabulary–digit span (≥3), forced choice recall on the California Verbal Learning Test (CVLT) (≤15) and the Boston Naming Test.17

**Epilepsy**

Eleven studies reported PVT performance in people with epilepsy. In five studies including 246 people with epilepsy, 31 (13%) failed the TOMM.15–17 22 23 In three studies including a total of 74 people with epilepsy, 19% met criterion A of the standard version of the WMT.15–17 Two studies reported RDS results in people with epilepsy. Maiman et al reported a failure rate of 23% (14/63) at a ≤7 cut-off and 10% (6/63) at a ≤5 cut-off, and Tyson et al reported a failure rate of 45% (32/72) at a ≤7 cut-off; the two studies producing a pooled RDS failure rate in epilepsy of 34% at a ≤7 cut-off. (online supplementary table 5)

Notably, Tyson et al reported higher failure rates in epilepsy compared with a group with PNES (see online supplementary table 4) in six of eight tests included (TOMM, RDS, Boston Naming Test, complex ideational material, logical memory...
The WMT and MSVT were most frequently described. Green et al reported high failure rates in clinically defined ‘probable, mild and moderate’ dementia on the WMT (71% of 42) and MSVT (48% of 23), but reported that all who failed met the ‘dementia or severe impairment profile’, a profile of results defined by the test author as typical of dementia or severe impairment rather than non-credible performance.11 Howe et al reported failure rates of 38% on the MSVT in 13 with mild dementia, all of whom met the ‘dementia profile’, and 15 (83%) of 18 with advanced dementia met the ‘dementia profile’.18 19 0% of 20 mild Alzheimer’s dementia examinees in Merten et al’s study failed the delayed recall component of the WMT, even though a cut-off (34%) significantly lower than the standard cut-off (45%) was applied.53 Rudman et al and Singhal et al both reported high failure rates (73% of 22, and 100% of 10) in advanced dementia on the MSVT.38 39

Two studies reported validity test results in individuals with Parkinson’s disease undergoing testing in the workup for possible deep brain stimulation.40 41 Here, failure rates were reasonably low—at most 5 (10%) of 47 failed the MSVT in Wodushek et al—but this 10% might also be considered a rather higher failure rate than expected in individuals without gross gross cognitive impairment in whom there is an incentive (in the form of access to a potentially beneficial treatment) to perform well on neuropsychological testing.50

**Psychiatric disorders**

Studies of schizophrenia, schizoaffective disorder and other psychotic disorders generally reported relatively high failure rates on a range of validity tests. The highest failure rate reported was in 72% of 64 individuals with schizophrenia on the WMT.52 In contrast, Schroeder and Marshall’s study of 104 individuals with a ‘psychotic psychiatric disorder’ reported low failure rates on a range of embedded tests, including 4% failure on RDS with a ≤6 cut-off and 3% failure on finger-tapping.43 Whearty et al’s study of 60 individuals with schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder reported that 28% failed RDS ≤6% and 36% failed finger-tapping.44 (online supplementary table 8)

Two studies examined performance validity in depression, Lee et al reporting low failure rates (≤5%) on the Rey 15-item and dot counting tests and Rees et al reporting no failures on the TOMM in 26 inpatients with depression.43 46

Dandachi-Fitzgerald compared Amsterdam Short-Term Memory Test performance in different psychiatric diagnoses: failure rates were 31% of 16 with personality disorders, 25% of 8 with psychotic disorders, 18% with substance abuse/dependence, 16% with Autistic Spectrum Disorder (ASD) and 14% with ADHD.47 Price et al reported no failures on the TOMM in 71 individuals with methamphetamine dependence.48

**Other conditions**

Heintz et al reported 23% of 13 individuals with Gilles de la Tourette syndrome failed the Amsterdam Short-term Memory Test (ASMT).49 Two studies reported validity results in people with HIV—in one study 15% of 111 people with HIV (stable on antiretroviral therapy) failed trial 1 of the TOMM (note, TOMM is usually scored on trial 2 or a delayed trial); and in another 17% of 30 failed the Amsterdam Short-term Memory Test.50 51 A study of neuropsychological performance in adults with sickle cell disease reported low failure rates on the TOMM and on RDS ≤6, but 33% of 43 failed RDS with a ≤7 cut-off.52 In Rossetti et al, 2 of 10 deep brain stimulation...
candidates with essential tremor failed the WMT.\textsuperscript{41} (online supplementary table 9)

**Comparative analysis of PVT results between groups**

The heterogeneity of populations, tests and in some cases cut-off scores used, makes comparisons difficult.

Failure rates (with confidence intervals), by study, in the most frequently reported validity tests are displayed graphically, by diagnostic heading, in figure 2. Error margins are wide due to the small numbers in most studies. Allowing for this, however, it is clear that PVT failure is common in a range of clinical groups.

**DISCUSSION**

Our review suggests that failure of PVTs during neuropsychological assessment is not a rare phenomenon, but is common in many clinical groups. Of note, validity test failure is particularly likely in moderate and severe TBI, and both mild and moderate-to-severe dementia (where the ‘severe impairment’ profile on the WMT often applies). Of note, while some individuals with functional disorders fail PVTs, failure rates are no higher than in a range of other diverse conditions, including epilepsy, and MCI.

Remarkably few studies in the very large validity test literature describe performance by clinical diagnosis. Even some studies which appear to do so often group together different illness or injury severities in a way that renders the data difficult to apply to clinical practice. For example, studies of validity tests in TBI populations mixed those with mild, moderate and severe injuries, in whom vastly different cognitive and symptom profiles would be expected. These studies were excluded from our review on this basis, but it is likely that there is still a degree of heterogeneity in the included studies.

We aimed to select studies of individuals without clear external incentives to fail. It is of course possible that these factors were present in some cases, unknown to the investigators. Indeed, we would argue that a range of external motivators and internal factors influence how people behave during the majority of conscious encounters in most areas of healthcare. One possibility to explain our results, therefore, is that many patients do not apply the degree of effort that we would like them to apply, intentionally or unintentionally, for reasons that we cannot always immediately perceive or understand.

It seems much more likely, however, that PVTs, using commonly applied cut-offs, are in fact not only measuring deficient effort but a whole range of factors, including memory impairment, apathy, fatigue or attention deficit due to pain or other cognitive or somatic symptoms. People who have symptoms of any sort, in any condition, are liable to divert attention towards those symptoms. If attention is conceptualised as a finite resource (more accurately, attentional processes govern use of finite processing capacity), we suggest it is possible to fail almost any ‘floor-level’ test if there is not enough spare attention available to allocate to the task.

Many of the tests reported by included studies are based on a ‘forced choice’ paradigm. Scoring comfortably below the level of chance in a forced choice validity test has been used as evidence of deliberate exaggeration of impairment—intention to fail—which most would acknowledge is qualitatively different from, rather than on a spectrum with, not applying...
sufficient effort. In our experience there is a widely held view that less-than-chance performance is precisely what PVTs are used to detect. However, our review demonstrates that this is not really the case. Without exception, the cut-off scores used in PVTs are much higher than chance (defined as 50% or ideally lower, to allow for error): most test cut-offs are between 80% and 90%. We suggest that using a forced choice paradigm with cut-off scores greatly exceeding chance makes the forced choice element redundant, and that the test instead functions as a ‘floor level’ test, vulnerable to functional attentional deficit in people with symptoms of any sort. We feel it is important to point out that failure at accepted cut-off levels on commonly used forced choice tests—the TOMM, the WMT and the MSVT—does not demonstrate intention to fail.

Inadequate attentional focus on a PVT might sometimes result from diversion of attention in adaptation to symptoms and associated disability. In other situations, however, excessive focus on the task may be an intrinsic feature of the disorder being tested. In functional neurological disorders, clinical experience and experimental evidence show that excessive or misdirected effort interfere with normal performance. For example, patients with functional motor disorders who are unable to walk may be able to walk backwards, or to run—essentially when engaged in tasks which divert attention away from deliberate and effortful processes so that automatic movement-control processes to take over. Similarly, people with functional cognitive disorders can struggle and underperform when trying hard on cognitive tests but demonstrate intact performance when trying hard on automatic tests.53 54 We wonder if individuals with functional cognitive disorders by providing effortless and detailed descriptions of form when trying hard on cognitive tests but demonstrate intact performance when trying hard on automatic tests, or fails PVTs because of an excessive degree of effort, where the harder they try, the worse their performance. Hoover’s sign of functional leg weakness depends on demonstrating impaired ‘effort’ in hip extension which returns to normal with contra-lateral hip flexion. Our clinical experience with patients with functional leg weakness is that the more they try the weaker their movements are.

Our experience of screening studies for this review illustrates some of the problems and difficulties that have arisen in validating PVTs.

The poor quality of the PVT evidence base examined here, with a lack of blinding to diagnosis and potential for selection bias, is in itself a key finding of the review.

The majority of excluded studies reported validity test from mixed groups of people with a wide range of different conditions attending for neuropsychological assessment, and did not report test results by diagnosis. The reason for this clumping is of course that the question investigators have been interested in is not ‘How do people with different clinical conditions perform in PVTs?’.55 But ‘How can I identify a non-credible performance regardless of clinical condition?’ Mixed groups are either compared with simulators, or split into ‘credible’ and ‘non-credible’ groups for the purposes of a known-groups design. Slick, Sherman and Iverson’s criteria for ‘probable malingered neurocognitive dysfunction’, or similar definitions, are frequently used to define ‘non-credible’: (1) motive to feign symptoms (litigation or seeking disability compensation), (2) failure on two independent PVTs and (3) evidence of inconsistency between self-reported symptoms and observed behaviour.56

Examination of these criteria quickly makes apparent some of the difficulties in establishing a ‘gold standard’ for invalid performance. First, the presence of an external incentive, particularly in the form of seeking disability benefit, while it may increase the chance of invalid performance, also selects out a group of people who are ‘ill’ and have a range of other reasons to perform poorly. While this review did not include studies of primarily litigating or disability-benefit seeking populations in order to minimise the influence of major external influences on performance, we suggest that there are many reasons for people with ‘external incentives’ to fail PVTs other than inadequate effort or intention to fail.

The second ‘malingered neurocognitive dysfunction’ criterion,55 failure on two independent PVTs, relies on an assumption that those tests are indeed measuring something akin to effort. Alternatively, we suggest that failure on multiple PVTs indicates that ‘something’ is going on, but does not tell us that ‘something’ is inadequate effort or wilful exaggeration. The assumption that PVTs primarily measure effort is pervasive in the PVT literature and is reinforced by reporting of sensitivity and specificity metrics, with use of the term ‘false positive’ to describe failure in a ‘credible’ participant.

Finally, inconsistency between cognitive scores and level of function in activities of daily living is in our experience common in functional neurological disorders, and also in certain psychiatric disorders.

An important question is, therefore, why is it so difficult to find a ‘gold standard’ here? We suggest first that inadequate effort—‘not trying hard enough’—is highly subjective, is not a binary variable with a single dimension and depends on a mixture of cognitive and emotional processes. Importantly, we consider that ‘inadequate effort’ is qualitatively different from deliberate exaggeration or intentional failure (as defined by Slick et al).55 And yet, by using these criteria to divide examinees into credible and non-credible groups, researchers use a definition for the latter (malingered dysfunction) to establish cut-offs for the former (inadequate effort).

Importantly, the manner in which we have described PVT failure rates does not necessarily reflect how they are used in practice by skilled clinical neuropsychologists, although where there is certainly expertise there is little consensus.56 Published guidance documents for neuropsychologists are clear to point out limitations, including various reasons for test failure, and limited evidence in clinical populations.57 58 Guidance documents recommend that multiple performance validity measures should be used, including both free-standing and embedded indicators, and emphasise that PVTs should be interpreted as part of the wider context of the assessment.

Finally, it is important to remember that the key purpose of validity tests should be not to assess the validity of the person being tested, but the validity of the results of other neuropsychological tests. While what we are measuring in PVTs remains unclear, what is much clearer is that poor performance on PVTs renders other neuropsychological tests invalid.59 One analogy is of movement artefact on an MRI scan; there are many reasons that a person might move during an MRI scan, but a single common end result: degradation of the images so that they are difficult or impossible to interpret. While PVT failure tells us that there is a problem with the image drawn by the other neuropsychological tests, it is not always possible to fully understand the reasons for that interference. We suggest that future research in clinical groups with a range of symptom and impairment complexes is one possible route to better understanding of the factors influencing performance.
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